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• Understand the CLP aims and where you are 
now in relation to those aims

• Understand the role of coaching in the project

• Know that coaching requires the core skill of 

observation

• Understand tools and methods for collecting 

evidence of learning

• To become a visible Champion in your school

Aims for both sessions:



Bradley Barton Primary School and Nursery

A culture of 

challenge for all 

learners

A language for 

learning that is 

modelled at all 

levels

Learners who are 

resilient; who 

examine and learn 

from their mistakes



• A culture of challenge for all learners. 

• Students who are able to make lasting 

meaning of their learning.

• Students who are independent and resilient 

learners. 

We will know we have been successful 

when we have… 



• challenge

• dialogue

• language for learning

• collaborative learning

• questioning

We can achieve this by working on… 

Which of these do you do well?  How do you plan for them?

Which do you not do well?



Foundations:

Positive teacher-student relationships.

A good environment for learning.

An established climate of trust and respect.

Recognition – from students and staff - that 

challenge is important.

Students willingness to talk about their work.

Better questioning is developing through RWI 

framework



Barriers:

Students and staff language of challenge and 

their view of learning.

Parents understanding of challenge is unclear.

Focus on task rather than learning.

Understanding of how mistakes are important in 

learning has not yet translated from theory into 

action.

Students reliance on the adult.

Students response to ‘What are you learning’ 

and ‘why are you learning it ?’



How can we develop 

capacity in the organisation, 

to spread the good practice 

that already exists, and share 

the effective teaching and 

learning strategies that staff 

are developing in their 

classrooms and departments?

A Key Question...



What is the role 

of a Champion ?



Professional Learning Conversations should

Articulate the vision

Know the current reality

Encourage action

Learn Collaboratively

Reflect on Progress



A form of professional development which,

“unlocks a person’s potential to 

maximise their own performance.  It is helping

them to learn rather than teaching them.”

Whitmore

What is Coaching?



I know learning has 

happened when …

White Hat Thinking (Facts and information)
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Data leads to Action Planning

The key to improving education is knowing 

the impact that we are having on students 

learning; the magnitude of that impact, and 
the implications that understanding has for 

decisions about what we do next.

John Hattie



Through our unique school curriculum are currently striving to develop 

effective, independent learners Who are ambitious ambitious and push 
themselves.

However we do not yet have consistently well established understanding of 

what effective learning dialogue is or effective structures for learning 

dialogue throughout the school to challenge pupil’s thinking.  

We don’t yet know how to move away from the reliance on adults to 
explain and direct learning.

We intend to develop a consistent culture of language, where pupils use 
effective talk habits that are exploratory, promote curiosity and articulate 

the learning journey/processes independently.  

Baseline Statement



Think of an example 
of a great lesson you 
have taught:

•What made it a great 
lesson?

• How did you know 
learning was taking 
place?



Coaching forms a bridge 
between leadership and 

action learning.



Leaders
Teacher

Action

Idea

In-school 

Coaching

Gather

Momentum

Build

Capacity

Blocks to Progress

Fixed Mindsets

Time

‘Innovation Overload’

Fear of Error

Opportunity to develop Beliefs and Actions

Teacher Collaboration

Action Research

Reflection on Professional Learning

Collect

Evidence



Leaders
Teacher

Action

In-school 

Coaching

Gather

Momentum

Build

Capacity

Vision

Shared Growth Mindset

Time for Collaboration

Focussed Innovation

Opportunity for Trials

Collect

Evidence

Opportunity to develop Beliefs and Actions

Teacher Collaboration

Action Research

Reflection on Professional Learning



Systems & Structures

Vision

Patterns of Behaviour

Events

Mental Models

Levels of Perspective (Daniel Kim)

Leadership

Data for feedback

Coaching

Observation
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Systems & Structures

Vision

Patterns of Behaviour

Events

Mental Models

Levels of Perspective (Daniel Kim)



Observing teaching



Observing Learning

What is the impact of teaching on learning?



What are the key 

features of a great 

lesson…?



If dialogue was happening brilliantly in a 

classroom, what would you expect to:

See Hear Feel

Students Teacher



Bradley Barton Primary School and Nursery

A culture of 

challenge for all 

learners

A language for 

learning that is 

modelled at all 

levels

Learners who are 

resilient; who 

examine and learn 

from their mistakes



You see Watson, but you don’t observe

Sherlock Holmes



• What are your experiences of observation?

• What is the role of the observer?



Collecting your own data...

..take a ‘Learning Walk’

..10 minutes per classroom

..Record what you See

Hear

Feel

..provides prompts to

discussion and thinking



Classroom 1 Classroom 2

See

Hear

Feel

Sensory Monitoring [Recording Sheet]



Each minute,

note down 

what the 

students are 

doing.

What is the 

evidence that 

they are 

learning ?



Focus 

Groups



Focus Group Questions

• What are you learning?

• How well are you doing?

• How do you know?

• Do you feel challenged in your learning?  

• How could teachers challenge you even more?

• When you are in class, how much does your teacher talk?

• How often do you get the opportunity to speak with other 

students about what you are learning?

• Can you give an example of how dialogue with another 
student has helped improve your work?



What questions could you ask 

students to find out more about their 

learning experiences?

Remember. You are looking to build an 

understanding of patterns of practice 

around the school.



• Focus groups

• Survey (Online Questionnaire)

• Learning walks

• Instructional rounds

• Observations of the learning environment

• Observing of students engaged in learning

• Student Voice interviews

• Student problem-solving activities

• Video evidence

• Talking to pupils and staff about the activities they are engaged in

• Observing the interactions between staff and pupils

• Student Talk / Self-Esteem / Resilience Surveys

• Talking to staff about their assessment of pupils’ Attitudes, Skills and 

Knowledge (ASK)

• Talking to staff about their assessment of students’ progress

• Questionnaires to parents



Key questions for growth

1. Where am I going?

2. Where am I now?

3. What are my next steps?



I know learning has 

happened when …

White Hat Thinking (Facts and information)



Make an observation action 

plan. Which classrooms will 

you visit first? 

What will you do to observe 

and record data? Be specific.

White Hat Thinking (Facts and information)



Get the snowball rolling!

• Reconnect internal reality with outside 
opportunities – reading, trialing ideas.

• Data is emotionally compelling: 

Student voice, videos, patterns of  

behaviour.



25 % 50 % 25 %





A man has to sit by a 

river for a long time, 

before a roast duck will 

jump into his mouth...



• Run a staff meeting.  Explain your role and how you will 

support colleagues.  Focus on leading a book club with a focus 

on a specific chapter; run a session on what makes a good 

learner and a great lesson.

• Try an observation tool.

• Focus on one thing (i.e. Dialogue)

• Talk to students about their learning as they work

• Focus on the student learning, not the teacher teaching

• Share your observations with your leaders and discuss your 

findings.

• Do it again!

Before the Next Session


